Abstract. Energy integrated reaction cross-section measurements of around sixty neutron-rich nuclei covering the region of closed shells N = 20 and N = 28 were performed at intermediate energy (30 -65 A.MeV) using direct method. In this experiment, silicon detectors were used as active targets. Assuming that the energy dependence of the reaction cross-section is well described by the parametrization of Kox, the reduced strong absorption radii, T6, for 19 new nuclei ( 27 F, 27, 30 Ne, 33Na, 28,(34)(35)(36)(37)(38)(41)(42)(42)(43)(44) are extracted for the first time. An additional 60 radii, also measured in this experiment, are compared to results from literature. The evolution of the reduced strong absorption radius is studied as a function of the neutrons excess. A new quadratic parametrization is therefore proposed for the nuclear radius as a function of the isospin in the region of closed shells N = 8 and N = 28. According to this parametrization, the skin effect is well reproduced and anomalous behaviour on the radii are observed in 23N, 29Ne, 33Na, 35Mg, 44S, 45CI and 45 Ar nuclei.
Introduction
cross sections experiments can provide important hints of unexplored areas of the nuclear chart since this quantity can be measured with relatively low production yields. Radioactive nuclear beams (RNB) have provided a pow-Experimentally, the quantity of data obtained up to now erful tool for nuclear physics in the study of nuclear struc-is remarkable, but no clear systematic studies have been ture for exotic nuclei far from ,6-stability. For example, carried out and no evaluation of the available data exists Coulomb excitation and mass mea..<;urements show evi-at present. dences of magic shell breaking at N = 20 and N = 28 for exotic nuclei 3 2 Mg [1] and 448, respectively [2, 3] . More- In this contribution, we present new intermediate enover, recent measurements of reaction cross-sections ((J R) ergy measurements of mean energy integrated reaction at high-enen':,:. revealed the existence of a new magic num-cross-sections performed at GANIL for neutron rich nuber at N = li [4] which appears only in very neutron-rich clei in the region defined by (5 < N < 28 ; 7 < Z < 18). nuclei close to tll drip-line. Historically speaking [5, 6] , These data correspond to the most exotic nuclei presently the measurement of l"E'action or interaction cross sections attainable in this region. We also investigate systelaatiinvolving fast-RNB launched what we could call today fast cally the isospin dependence of the squared reduced strong radioactive ion beam physics [7] and continues to be re-absorption radii T5 obtained from the measured O'R and sponsible for major discoveries in this field. Total reaction we propose a new parametrization between T5 and isospin. This relationship helps to localize anomalous behaviour of the nuclear radius, pointing out where further interesting studies could be performed.
Experimental setup
The nuclei of interest were produced via the fragmentation of a 60.3 A.MeV 48Ca primary beam, on a 181Ta production target, placed between the two superconducting solenoids (SISSI) of GANIL [8] . Rotating at 2000 rpm, the production target was composed of three different sectors with thickness of 550 mg/cm2 (89%), 450 mg/cm2 (10%) and 250 mg/cm2 (1%). This ensured a sufficient production of both very and less exotic nuclei, allowing to measure new cross sections while improving significantly known ones. The secondary beam was, after production, selected in flight by the a-shaped spectrometer and transported to the focal plane of SPEG [see ref. [9, 10] ]. At the focal plane, all produced particles were stopped and detected by a stack of four cooled (about _10° C) silicon detectors with thicknesses of 50fLm (liE), 300fLm and 6700fLm. The first thin detector was used for identification of the produced beam while the second and third acted as active targets. A fourth detector (6700fLm (E)) was mounted downstream and served eventually as target f I" light nuclei or as detector of light charged particles produced in the reactions with the first three detectors. The Silicon detector-stack was surrounded by a 41T array of 14 NaI ,-detectors to identify quasi-elastic (Qclosetozero) reactions. To limit the transmission of an undesired large number of light nuclei, a 25fLm Be-degrader was installed between the two dipoles of the a-shaped spectrometer. During the experiment, two different magnetic rigidities were selected in order to enhance the production of different regions of the nuclear chart. The incident nuclei could be unambiguously identified by correlating time of flight (TOF) between the production and the detection and energy loss (L1E), event-by-event.
For the measurements of reaction cross-sections we used a direct method, developed by Villari [11] , which is a variant of the known transmission method. This technique is based on the total energy deposited by the incident particles in the silicon-stack. If the energy detected does not correspond to the total kinetic energy of the particle, it is a reaction event ( fig. 2 ). This is easily identified in the energy spectrum of the silicon-stack by a queue towards low energy. There are a few percent quasi-elastic reactions that are not resolved directly in the energy spectrum. These are identified and added to the reaction events via the gamma detector coincidences. The cross section measured by this method is represented by the following relationship:
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Where m = 28 is the molecular-weight of Silicon target with density d (g/cm 2 ) , NA is Avogadro's number, and R rnax is the range of incident particles, calculated using the table of Hubert et al. [12] . The reaction probability P R is determined for each colliding isotope by the ratio of reaction events to the incoming ones. More details on the experimental procedure can be found in ref. [11] .
Strong absorption radius
Assuming that the energy dependence of the reaction cross-section is well described by the parametrization of S.Kox [13, 11] ' the reaction cross-section can be expressed as a function of the squared reduced strong absorption radim" r6, as:
E ern From the equations 1 and 2, the squared reduced strong absorption radius T6 is extracted as a function of the reaction probability (P R ) of the measured mean energy integrated reaction cross-section. For a wide variety of target and stable projectile systems, the squared reduced strong absorption radius, at different energies, is a constant and its value is T5 = 1.21fm 2 [13] . Previous measurements have already shown an increase of reduced radii T6 as a function of proton/neutron excess [6, 14] . For Z :S 13 neutron-rich isotopes, Mittig et al. [6] , have indicated that the reduced strong absorption radius has a linear isotopic dependence as a function of the 
From this equation, the reduced strong absorption ra-
2 , in perfect agreement with r6 = 1.166 fm 2 obtained from charge distribution of stable nuclei [15, 16] . Importantly, we observe that the minimum radius is found at ~ = 0.03, which also indicates that the minimum radius for an element deviates from N Z with increasing of A.
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In Figure ( 2), the squared reduced strong absorption radii obtained in this work are plotted as a function of the isospin for mass numbers from 14 to 46, together with values deduced from reaction cross-sections obtained at high and intermediate energies. The solid line represents the result of r6 using the new parametrization obtained from equation (3) . We observe that for each mass the isospin dependence of the nuclear radius is well reproduced by our parametrization: larger radius for larger isospin, which is more important for lighter masses than for heavier ones. Any anomalous behaviour of the nuclear radius can, therefore, be easily identified by a deviation from the solid line. A typical example can be observed for the larger radii of 23 Al and 27 P, already suggested by Zhang et al [19] as one-proton halo nuclei. We also observe larger radii for the nuclei: 23 [19] at high energies, where neutron halo structures have been proposed.
Our parametrization cannot disentangle the effects of halo and strong deformations, both allowing anomalous enhancement of the nuclear radius. For 33 N a, our experimental result is compatible with a large rms radius previously calculated via relativistic mean field theory [22] , where a 111-halo structure has been suggested. Moreover, the existence of large deformations of 45Cl and 45 Ar were already proposed from mass and coulomb excitation measurements [3.23] . We remark that for the nucleus 41 Ar, tW( resuJt~. mainly measured at intermediate energy, are inc, r!~istent: one, obtained by Al~:,aoui et a1. [14] . is very close '0 l;he new parametrization while the one obtained by LicOl c;; al. [21] , is well above the systematics. 35M9 and 448, as stated above, reveal important deviations from the systematic; both neutron-halo effect and strong deformation could be suggested.
